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Add up the 

coins and 

write the 

amount in 

the box!

Morning Challenge!



ANSWERS 38p

56p

62p

52p

62p



SPAG



This week’s spellings all have 
the prefix sub- or super-

But what does this mean?



Sub - The Prefix sub means under or below.

Example: Subzero means below zero

Super - The prefix super means above, more than normal, 

or excessive.

Example: Superhuman means a human 

who is showing above average or 

exceptional ability or powers.



Your Task:
See if you can find all of these 
sub- and super- words in this 
wordsearch.



ANSWERS



Here are your spellings for the week: Sub and Super
Don’t foget it is our test tomorrow!

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

subway
submit

subzero
superman
superstar

superpower

subheading
submarine

subzero
superhero

supermarket
superhuman

submerge
submarine

subordinate
supervision
supersede
supersonic



Literacy



LO: I can plan and write a 
newspaper report



We are going to finish our 
newspaper article today! 



Newspaper 
report 
checklist

Feature 

The name of the newspaper

A headline that uses a pun, rhyme or alliteration

A subheading which gives a bit more information about what the report is about

An introductory paragraph containing the 5 Ws (who, what, when, where, why)

Information about the main events presented in chronological order

Direct speech (quotes)

Written in the third person and the past tense

The reporters name

A conclusion paragraph to explain what might happen next

Pictures with a caption

We will do 
these things 
today 



So the three features we need to add 
onto our report today are... 

- Name of reporter (your name)
- Final paragraph (conclusion) 
- Picture with a caption



conclusion will go 
here, 

picture will go here

caption will go here

Reported by Miss Bailey, Media Correspondent, Loddon

The name of the reporter 

will go here

Example

‘Reported by Miss Bailey, 

Media Correspondent, 

Loddon’



Firstly, add the name of 

the reporter (Your name)

Under the headline

The name of the reporter will go here

Example

‘Reported by Miss Bailey, Media 

Correspondent, Loddon’



Final Paragraph

What is the bear doing now?
Will he be doing more 
performances locally?

What might happen in the 
future? 
Will he be going on a world 
tour?
Will be be making an album? 

Next, you need to Plan your Conclusion (final paragraph) 
Fill in these boxes...



Now, it is time to write your conclusion. Remember the conclusion does not have to be long it just says what the 
bear is doing now and what he might do in the future.  Here is an example of a conclusion. Use this and your 

plan to help you...

The bear is currently performing in all of 

the local theatres in Norfolk. He has plans 

for a world tour this summer where he will 

be performing in over 9 different countries. 

He is also recording an album and has 

plans for it to come out at the end of this 

year.



Next, we are going to add a picture...

Draw your picture in this box, it 

should be a picture of the bear 

on stage playing the piano ...



Finally, we need to add a caption for our picture

Picture

Caption

EXAMPLE of a family who won the lottery twice



More example of pictures with captions underneath...



We need to add a caption 

for our picture...

Pictured above, Bear, on stage, performing 

at the famous Loddon Theatre. 

The caption goes 

underneath the picture 

like this. 



Now let’s 
have a look 
at our 
checklist….

Feature 

The name of the newspaper

A headline that uses a pun, rhyme or alliteration

A subtitle which gives a bit more information about what the report is about

An introductory paragraph containing the 5 Ws (who, what, when, where, why)

Information about the main events presented in chronological order

Direct speech (quotes)

Written in the third person and the past tense

The reporters name

Pictures with a caption

A conclusion paragraph to explain what might happen next



Well done Year 3, You have 
successfully completed your 
newspaper report!

Tomorrow we are going to finish the 
rest of the story…

Go onto the next slide for your 
final literacy challenge for today :)



Final Challenge-
Can you label all of 
these newspaper 

features? 

THE DAILY NEWS

Key Words
Newspaper name
Picture 
Caption
Subheading
Headline
Conclusion
Name of reporter



ANSWERS
THE DAILY NEWS

Key Words
Newspaper name
Picture 
Caption
Subheading
Headline
Conclusion
Name of reporter

Newspaper Name

Headline

Name of reporter

Picture

Caption

Conclusion

Subheading



Maths



Starter - Write the next term in each sequence...



ANSWERS



LO: I can find the 

difference between pairs of 

numbers 



We looked at Maths Frog on Monday.
Can you remember?

How does Maths Frog helps us? When do we use him and 
how? What can he do? 



Math frog helps us to find the 

difference between two 

numbers. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEvSraanafQ

If you can’t remember what we did 
on Monday. Watch this video to 
help you...



871 – 827
How can maths frog help with this?

Have a go at using maths frog to solve this. 



871 – 827 = 44

The difference between 827 and 871 is 44 so our answer is 44

ANSWER



Use frog to work this out...

453 – 406



ANSWER

453 – 406 = 47



Your Task: Investigation
Look at this calculation: 

18◊ – 12□

Replace the ◊ with a digit between 0 and 5 (could be 0, could be 5 or any digit 

between).  

Replace the □ with digits between 5 and 9 (could be 5, could be 9 or any digit 

between) to get different answers. 

What’s the smallest and largest answer you can get? Use Frog to find the answer. 
How many possible subtractions are there?

If you are doing well with this, try 19◊ – 11□. Will this have the same number of 
possible answers?


